
Our Journey Toward Sustainability
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Our mission is to guarantee 

a continuous supply of the highest quality aquaculture products

by farming in a progressive and responsible manner

which focuses on the well-being of consumers

and the environment.
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Tropical Aquaculture Products, Inc.  is the full-service

sales, marketing, distribution and accounting operation for a

growing cooperative of aquaculture farmers and processors.

At Tropical we firmly believe that the concept of ‘sustainability’

applies to all aspects of life.

In our business  this philosophy is applied through our commitment to:

By practicing these principles  we have established a leadership 

position in the fresh tilapia category and earned positions on the boards 

of the National Fisheries Institute and Global Aquaculture Alliance. 

We are proud to work alongside these stewards of our industry to

guide and promote the continued growth of responsible aquaculture.



Our farms were carefully selected

based on their commitment to

sustainable practices.  Together, we

chose a vertically integrated business

model which ensures accountability

and consistency throughout all

operations.  With geographic diversifi-

cation and a variety of farm-systems,

we’ve created the infrastructure

necessary to maintain continuity of

quality and supply. 

Our Cooperative 

Our customers are leading seafood

suppliers, restaurants and grocers

in North America and Europe.  They

demand the highest quality products

and services in order to maintain their

own superior standards.

Sharing our belief in sustainable

practices, our customers are always

looking for ways to improve their

business and meet an ever-growing

consumer demand.  Our 24/7 sales

and logistics teams work closely with

our customers to build and manage

customized programs.

Our Customers 

THE FOUNDATION OF OUR BUSINESS

OUR PARTNERS

For over a decade, Tropical’s business has been to understand, and get
ahead of, the needs of the fresh seafood market.  We achieve this by
developing solutions to meet the long-term business objectives of both
our customers and our farms.

As a vertically integrated, full-service supplier, our customers know that we are accessible,

nimble and 100� accountable. 
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We work directly with leading feed mills

and nutritionists to produce our proprietary

feed.  Providing the most nutritious feed for

our fish is one of the many ways we achieve

and maintain premium quality.

Our relationships with the industry’s

most reliable transportation and

distribution partners ensure that our

products arrive safe, fresh and on-time,

everyday, to points across North America

& Europe.  

Food Safety is also a critical component

of our business.  We work closely with the

most reliable and advanced laboratories

in the world to monitor and maintain strict

quality standards.

Our Network 

Aquaculture is the fastest growing form of

food production in the world.  Nearly half of

the fish consumed by humans is farm-raised.

As the global population continues to grow, 

farm-raised supplies will surpass wild caught 

in order to meet consumer demand.

We partner with industry related government

and non-government organizations to help

steward the growth of this dynamic and

crucial industry.

Along with our board appointments 

to GAA and NFI, we are particularly

proud of our direct contributions to

GAA’s Best Aquaculture Practices

and the World Wildlife Fund’s

Tilapia Dialogues through active roles

on both committees.          

Industry Stewards 



THE TROPICAL UMBRELLA POLICY

OUR PRACTICES

Our Umbrella Policy is the code of practice which governs all stages of our production process.  This policy 

is based on four key principles: Environmental Stewardship, Social Responsibility, Food Safety and Traceability.  

The following are a few examples of our umbrella policy in action.

  

 Traceability

As a vertically integrated company,
we have complete knowledge of, and
responsibility for, every step of our
operations.  We are committed to proper
and accurate record keeping in order to
ensure thorough and immediate traceabi-
lity of each of our products.

We maintain our own proven system
and have incorporated transparency
through the use of a third party –
TraceRegister®.

 Food Safety

We do not use chemicals or growth promoters in 
the raising of our fish.  

As a result of our low-density farming practices, it 
is not necessary to use antibiotics during production.

Our Quality Control Specialists constantly 
monitor and improve upon our practices.

Our group adheres to the industry’s strictest food 
safety requirements by carrying 2-star BAP (Best 
Aquaculture Practices), GLOBALG.A.P., ISO, SQF 
and ISRTA certifications as well as complying with 
HACCP guidelines. 

We do not use preservatives, carbon monoxide or 
other additives during processing.  
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State-of-the-art extrusion technology used during feed
production improves its stability in water and reduces the
load of nutrients released into the environment.

Naturally occurring plankton in our ponds act as a
supplemental nutrition source for our fish, reducing the
overall feed load necessary for healthy development.

Our land based farms operate both recirculation and
open systems.  In our open systems, effluents are strictly
monitored and controlled in compliance with BAP water
quality criteria.

By employing polyculture (tilapia and shrimp) we ensure
a more efficient use of space and a healthier and more
diverse aquatic environment for each ponds’ inhabitants.

Each of our farms adheres to strict protocols which closely 
monitor for and limit the introduction of, outside pesticides
and other contaminants into the pond systems.

At the plant, the remnants of our fish are reprocessed to
create fishmeal which is used by other industries. 

Among other activities our native tree planting program
contributes to the preservation of local natural resources. 

 Social Responsibility

Our farms, feed mills and processing plants directly
employ over 5,000 people in areas of Latin America
with typically few job opportunities.

We ensure a safe work environment and promote
personal and professional growth with constant 
and specialized training for every employee.

We offer competitive wages, exceptional on-site
healthcare services and comfortable on-site 
housing for our employees.

We’ve begun a pilot program with one local community
giving them weekly access to a staff physician.

Our education program invests in the future of the
local community by covering the cost of teachers 
and building maintenance in schools.

 

 

The four principles of our Umbrella Policy are the basis for everything we do.  However, we are constantly 

striving to find new and progressive ways to improve upon our processes. 

Our tilapia feed is 96% vegetable based. With only 4%� 
of the ingredients coming from fishmeal, Because our 
Fish in: Fish out ratio is zero; our tilapia production makes 
a net contributor to global fish supplies. 

Environmental Stewardship

We invest in programs that ensure the wellbeing of 
our employees and neighboring communities. 



Arriving at entry points daily, within 24 hours of 

harvest, our products are guaranteed to be the fresh-

est on the market.

The trademark succulent and sweet flavor of our 

tilapia is the result of a unique pond attribute called 

‘brackish water’. This distinct environment is the result 

of a natural mixture of fresh mountain stream water 

and seawater from neighboring estuaries.

Our signature product is fresh Tropical Tilapia from 

Ecuador, Colombia and Brazil. Our ever-growing 

product line also includes fresh Organic Irish Salmon, 

fresh Rainbow Trout from Panama and our two newest 

additions; fresh and frozen Blue Foot White Shrimp 

from Ecuador and fresh pasteurized Irish Brown Crab.  

In order to meet the varied demands of the market, all 

of our products are available in a wide-range of specifi-

cations.  At our state-of-the-art processing facilities, 

we also develop custom solutions for clients with 

unique needs.

OUR PRODUCTS GUARANTEEING

QUALITY AND

CONTINUITY OF SUPPLY
Under the assurance of our

Umbrella Policy and the strictest
industry standards, all of

our products are guaranteed
premium in quality.
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 Ecuador

¡ Aquamar
¡ Churute
¡ Produmar
¡ Nuracorp

Colombia
¡ Piscicola New York S.A.
¡ C.I. Piscicola el Rosario S.A.S.

Brazil
¡ GeneSeas NCC SFS
¡ GeneSeas GS SFS 1

¡ Portillo
¡ Taura

¡ TROPACK S.A. 

¡ Piscicola New York S.A.
¡ C.I. Piscicola el Rosario S.A.S.

¡ GeneSeas Unit PRO

Our Tilapia Farms Our Tilapia Processing Plants

Tropical's tilapia farm and processing network is one of the most extensive in Latin America.

With geographic diversification we are able to ensure continuity of supply year-round.

Each of our farms benefits from expansive pond networks which allow our fish to grow

in low density environments.

Some of the benefits of low density farming are:

  ¡ healthier fish due to less crowding

 ¡ decreased stress on the animals

 ¡ no disease and therefore no use of antibiotics   

Our combined production capacity is approximately 110 million pounds of live fish per year, 

averaging 700,000 fillet pounds per week.



CONTINUITY OF SUPPLY
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South Atlantic
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Processing Plant
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Tropical Aquaculture 
Headquarters

LEGEND
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OUR BUSINESS

For over a decade our customers have counted on us to deliver

superior quality products - fresh, and on time. Our sustainable

business practices ensure that our products and services will

continue to grow with their needs.

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS IS SMART BUSINESS

Consistent yields, expansions in production capacity and the geographic 

diversification of our farm network are key factors in our ability to ensure

continuity of quality and supply. 

As our business continues to grow, we are always seeking additional responsible

partners and products.  Our model suits both established and up-start farms and plants.

Contact us for information about joining our cooperative. 

THE BOTTOM LINE

We´re investing in today to ensure a sustainable tomorrow.

For more information about Tropical Aquaculture  call us in the US at 1.802.747.6311/1.800.277.3459 
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Our Growth Our Market Share



P.O. Box 6311
63 Grove Street
Rutland, Vermont
05702-6311

p. 802.747.6311
f. 802.747.6353
c. 802.236.5406

j.schramm@eattilapia.com

John Schramm
President

eattilapia.com

Think Tilapia, Shrimp, Salmon & Trout.



63 Grove Street Rutland, VT 05701    |     800.277.3459    |     www.eattilapia.com
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